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Guyana Massacre 1978

the thirty years war the first great pan european war and until the twentieth century
the most terrible ravaged germany but myth propaganda and historical controversy have
obscured its true nature another perspective is provided by the private diaries
memoirs and chronicles of soldiers and citizens who recorded their own experiences
war at the individual level is discussed and described using these sources which are
extensively quoted in their own words

Eyewitness Accounts of the Thirty Years War 1618-48
2002-04-19

when the nazis invaded hungary in 1944 they sent virtually the entire jewish
population to auschwitz a jew and a medical doctor dr miklos nyiszli was spared from
death for a grimmer fate to perform scientific research on his fellow inmates under
the supervision of the infamous angel of death dr josef mengele nyiszli was named
mengele s personal research pathologist miraculously he survived to give this
terrifying and sobering account

Auschwitz 2011-04-01

follow along a navy seal s firsthand account of american heroism during a secret
military operation in afghanistan in this true story of survival and difficult
choices on a clear night in late june 2005 four u s navy seals left their base in
northern afghanistan for the mountainous pakistani border their mission was to
capture or kill a notorious al qaeda leader known to be ensconced in a taliban
stronghold surrounded by a small but heavily armed force less then twenty four hours
later only one of those navy seals remained alive this is the story of fire team
leader marcus luttrell the sole survivor of operation redwing and the desperate
battle in the mountains that led ultimately to the largest loss of life in navy seal
history but it is also more than anything the story of his teammates who fought
ferociously beside him until he was the last one left blasted unconscious by a rocket
grenade blown over a cliff but still armed and still breathing over the next four
days badly injured and presumed dead luttrell fought off six al qaeda assassins who
were sent to finish him then crawled for seven miles through the mountains before he
was taken in by a pashtun tribe who risked everything to protect him from the
encircling taliban killers a six foot five inch texan leading petty officer luttrell
takes us blow by blow through the brutal training of america s warrior elite and the
relentless rites of passage required by the navy seals he transports us to a
monstrous battle fought in the desolate peaks of afghanistan where the beleaguered
american team plummeted headlong a thousand feet down a mountain as they fought back
through flying shale and rocks in this rich moving chronicle of courage honor and
patriotism marcus luttrell delivers one of the most powerful narratives ever written
about modern warfare and a tribute to his teammates who made the ultimate sacrifice
for their country

Lone Survivor 2007-06-12

the most memorable experiences experiences administrators students teachers and
colleagues are revealed throughout this book as seen through the eyes of a very
observant person practically everybody experiences and remembers life differently
even siblings experience the same events parents mutual acquaintances etc differently
eye witnesses to anything may recall different aspects of the same thing the events
and people in this book are how don edgers remembered classroom life in the 20th
century

Awake in a Nightmare 1981-01-01

during his 40 years in public health john ashton has influenced world leaders and
global organizations and fought to improve public health at community national and
international levels in this book he shares his adventures from the front lines of
the field at a time of unprecedented change and challenge
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The Evolution of a Teacher 2016-02-03

the pure joy of eyewitness history one author observed lies in the vicarious thrill
of experiencing the event the eyewitness history of the church which draws together
for the first time hundreds of first person eyewitness accounts of those who walked
and talked with the prophet joseph smith provides such a thrill while adding a new
dimension to our understanding of the early days of the restoration each chapter in
this innovative book consists of eyewitness narratives of central events of joseph s
life and of the history of the early church you will experience a whole new world of
lds church history through snapshots of specific moments captured by those who were
there follow fourteen year old joseph into the sacred grove and learn what he
experienced from the ten accounts of the first vision written during his lifetime
listen to the whitmer family talk about the miracles that took place in their home
and on their property during the coming forth of the book of mormon sit inside a
meeting of the school of the prophets in kirtland and see what john murdock and
zebedee coltrin said happened to the group early one morning as the prophet led them
in prayer read what happened when the prophet and others were caught on a runaway
stage coach in indiana relive the spiritual experiences that followed stand with the
prophet joseph as he dedicates the land of zion for the building of a temple worship
with the saints in kirtland as they experience a celestial outpouring of revelation
from heaven in which angels and the father and the son appear walk with young mosiah
hancock as he enters the mansion house with thousands of others to see the martyred
bodies of the prophet joseph and hyrum smith for the past two hundred years these
eyewitness accounts have helped shape the spiritual heritage of the church around the
world they not only bear testimony of what occurred but also plant seeds of faith and
belief in modern readers this firsthand approach to learning about church history
will touch your heart stir your imagination expand your knowledge and strengthen your
testimony

Practising Public Health 2020

this unprecedented compilation of eyewitness accounts records the thoughts and
emotions of american soldiers spanning nearly 250 years of national history from the
american revolution to the afghanistan war understanding primary sources is essential
to understanding warfare this outstanding collection provides a diverse set of
eyewitness accounts of americans in combat throughout u s history offering riveting
true stories it includes accounts from participants in the american revolution the
war of 1812 the indian wars the mexican american war the civil war the spanish
american war and philippine insurrection world war i world war ii the korean war the
vietnam war the persian gulf war the afghanistan war and the iraq war most eyewitness
accounts of war currently available to the public are those of writers who enjoy
higher military rank americans at war addresses this imbalance between officers
accounts and enlisted men s accounts by invoking oral history archives contextual
essays and timelines allow the reader to place the accounts in time and place while
the entries themselves allow the reader to experience the thoughts and emotions of
americans who engaged in combat offers invaluable access to the war experiences of u
s forces throughout history through more than 300 eyewitness accounts provides a
balanced portrait of eyewitness accounts from both officers and enlisted men allows
the reader to place the eyewitness accounts in their proper context via contextual
essays and timelines describes in detail the japanese surprise attack on pearl harbor
via ten captivating accounts from december 7 1941 spans nearly 250 years of national
history from the american revolution to the afghanistan war

The Eyewitness History of the Church 2005

in the first supreme court history told primarily through eyewitness accounts from
court insiders clare cushman provides readers with a behind the scenes look at the
people practices and traditions that have shaped an american institution for more
than 200 years each chapter covers one general thematic topic and weaves a narrative
from memoirs letters diaries and newspaper accounts by the justices their spouses and
children court reporters clerks oral advocates court staff journalists and other
eyewitnesses these accounts allow readers to feel as if they are squeezed into the
packed courtroom in 1844 as silver tongued orator daniel webster addresses the court
eavesdropping on an exasperated oliver wendell holmes jr in 1930 as he snaps at a
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clerk s critique of his draft opinion or sharing a taxi with future chief justice
john g roberts jr in 2005 as he rushes home from the airport in anticipation of a
phone call from president bush offering him the nomination to the supreme court this
entertaining and enlightening tour of the supreme court s colorful personalities and
inner workings will be of interest to all readers of american political and legal
history

Americans at War [3 Volumes] 2018-05-18

from the shooting of an unarmed prisoner at montgomery alabama to a successful escape
from belle isle from the swelling floodwaters overtaking cahaba prison to the inferno
that finally engulfed andersonville a perfect picture of hell is a collection of
harrowing narratives by soldiers from the 12th iowa infantry who survived
imprisonment in the south during the civil war editors ted genoways and hugh genoways
have collected the soldiers startling accounts from diaries letters speeches
newspaper articles and remembrances arranged chronologically the eyewitness
descriptions of the battles of shiloh corinth jackson and tupelo together with
accompanying accounts of nearly every famous confederate prison create a shared
vision

Courtwatchers 2011-10-16

nestled deep in the north georgia woodlands are the ruins of an estate appropriately
and ironically named corpsewood the conservative residents of the small towns nearby
all know of the two men who came from chicago to live among them when the blood
drenched bodies of the men were discovered there not long before christmas the whole
area is shocked by the heartless vicious nature of the crime they can t imagine who
among them would commit such cold blooded murders and they are even more shocked when
a pretty teenaged girl comes forward to say that she was an eyewitness and willing to
tell what she knows the victims were two openly gay men and rumors soon circulated
that they were devil worshippers who experimented with lsd and conducted satanic
rituals on the estate it was said they participated in wild sex filled orgies and
even had their own pleasure palace built onto their home the buildings that once
stood on the isolated grounds are now only brick remnants covered in ivy and slowly
being absorbed back into the woods but strange tales persist and those who are brave
enough to wander down the rutted dirt road and venture deep into the woods to explore
the grounds tell stories of strange curses and hauntings even now some thirty three
years after what happened there nearly everyone in the area calls the place the devil
worshippers house what was the truth of that night only four people left alive really
know what happened in that prophetically named house in the north georgia hills no
matter what others might claim the two murderers still sitting in prison have their
self serving stories the other eyewitness isn t talking only one of the eyewitnesses
the former teresa lynn hudgins is stepping forward again to tell the truth

A Perfect Picture of Hell 1998-04

arranged chonologically collects one hundred eyewitness accounts of history s
greatest battles

Murder at Corpsewood 2015-10-26

the selection of remembered events from a cross section of germans provides a very
human account of instances in war firetrench the first in a series of books i somehow
survived is an extraordinary collection of true stories giving testimony to those who
survived world war ii based on interviews with numerous veterans from across the
spectrum of wartime experience the book documents and reflects upon one of the most
gruesome times in history from anti partisan warfare in the french mountains and
atrocities in east prussia to the experience of a norwegian concentration camp the
accounts include rarely heard stories from a range of people caught up in the war
with the distance of time these survivors have been able to offer new perspectives on
their experiences and expose truths they would not have dared admit several decades
ago german army officers reveal their role in the vercors and kiev massacres a
luftwaffe officer applicant who never flew describes service on the ground and a
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norwegian woman writes of marrying a german kriegsmarine while her mother was in a
norwegian concentration camp for political activity and her father was in hiding from
the gestapo i have no objection to your marrying him her father told her i just want
them to give us our country back it is always refreshing to hear the german side of
the story the recollections seem pretty open and candid and the supporting photos
help reassure one fascinating stuff a question of scale

The Mammoth Book of Eyewitness Battles 2002

admiral paul von hintze arrived in mexico in the spring of 1911 to serve as germany s
ambassador to a country in a state of revolution germany s emperor wilhelm ii had
selected hintze as his personal eyes and ears in mexico and concomitantly the
neighboring united states during the portentous years leading up to the first world
war the ambassador benefited from a network of informers throughout mexico and was
closely involved in the country s political and diplomatic machinations as the
violent revolution played out murder and counterrevolution in mexico presents hintze
s eyewitness accounts of these turbulent years hintze s diary telegrams letters and
other records translated edited and annotated by friedrich e schuler offer detailed
insight into victoriano huerta s overthrow and assassination of francisco madero and
huerta s ensuing dictatorship and chronicle the u s supported resistance showcasing
the political relationship between germany and mexico hintze s suspenseful often
daily diary entries provide new insight into the turmoil of the mexican revolution
including u s diplomatic maneuvers and subterfuge as well as an intriguing backstory
to the infamous 1917 zimmermann telegram which precipitated u s entry into world war
i

I Somehow Survived 2020-11-23

andrew field who has published four best selling books on the battle of waterloo has
established himself as one of the leading experts on the french perspective of the
campaign using selected extracts from french eyewitness accounts that haven t been
published before in english he has added a new dimension to our understanding of what
happened on the battlefield on 18 june 1815 now he takes his pioneering work a step
further by publishing these accounts with all their vivid and personal detail in full
for the first time readers will be in a position to make their own interpretations of
them and compare them to the recollections of soldiers from the allied armies in
particular the british which have largely determined our assumptions about the battle
for the last 200 years they will also gain a heightened insight into the trauma that
the french eyewitnesses went through as they tried to explain how the french lost a
battle they claim they had been on the point of winning this the first of two volumes
of the french accounts features napoleon s own description of the battle those of his
immediate household and the imperial headquarters and those of members of 1st corps
napoleon s own version of events one of the first to be published in france was used
as the basis of many subsequent histories that ignore or gloss over his many dubious
claims his account of his actions and his view of what happened on that decisive day
and those of his close associates make fascinating reading

Murder and Counterrevolution in Mexico 2017-06

originally published in 1969 shanghai journal presents the first full length account
by a foreign observer of the early days of the cultural revolution in shanghai and
the seat of power of the gang of four neale hunter one of the few westerners living
in shanghai during the cultural revolution bases his account both on first hand
experience as an english teacher with his wife at the shanghai foreign languages
institute from 1965 to 1967 and on important primary sources such as previously
unavailable wall posters the volume contains photographs taken by hunter himself and
a new introduction which reviews events that have occurred since the cultural
revolution and hunter s own much altered views of china this reissue of shanghai
journal appears at a time when not only chinese and western scholars have begun to re
examine the cultural revolution but also at a time when wide general interest in
understanding this crucial era in china s recent political history has grown
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The French at Waterloo: Eyewitness Accounts 2020-07-19

presents eyewitness accounts of the massacre which took place january 30 1972 in
derry northern ireland during an anti internment march in which the british army
opened fire and consequently killed fourteen people and wounded thirteen

Shanghai Journal 1988

this book offers exciting accounts of sightings of alleged aliens and ufos in roswell
new mexico surrounded by intrigue roswell has been a hotbed of speculated paranormal
visitors for decades building on actual documentation this book offers perspective to
these mysterious accounts sidebars add another layer of fact or fiction filled fun

The Last Word, an Eyewitness Account of the Trial of
Jeremy Thorpe 1980-01-01

lt col robert buzz patterson exposes the terrifying behind the scenes story of the
years when the most irresponsible president in our history had his finger on the
nuclear trigger dereliction of duty is the inside story of the damage bill clinton
did to the u s military and how he compromised our national security from his
laughable salutes to his arrogant anti military staffers the message came through
loud and clear the clinton administration had nothing but contempt for america s men
and women in uniform for two years patterson was the white house military aide who
carried the nuclear football which provides the president with remote nuclear strike
capabilities what he witnessed is shocking dereliction of duty is the book every
american concerned about our national security has been waiting for written by a
military man who was an eyewitness inside the clinton white house and who can no
longer in good conscience keep silent

Battle for Bataan 1997

this is a riveting firsthand account by blake kerr an american doctor who
inadvertently walked into one of the grimmest scenes of political oppression in the
world kerr was visiting tibet with his old college friend john ackerly they were
enjoying the sights and sounds of lhasa the capital of tibet and hitchhiking to
everest where they humped loads for an american expedition assaulting the mountain
upon returning to lhasa kerr and ackerly witnessed a series of demonstrations by
tibetan monks greater than anything witnessed by foreigners since china entered tibet
in 1949

Bloody Sunday 1997

the extraordinary and compelling story of the 6th of june 1944 and the battle for
normandy is told here through first hand testimonies from civilians and soldiers on
both sides it features classic accounts by soldiers such as rommel and bradley
together with frontline reports by some of the world s finest authors and war
correspondents including ernest hemingway and alan melville highlights of this unique
collection include the break out from omaha beach as told by the gi who led it a
french housewife s story of what it was like to wake up to the invasion german
soldiers accounts of finding themselves facing the biggest seaborne invasion in
history a view from the command post by a member of eisenhower s staff combat reports
diaries and letters of british veterans of all forces and services and accounts of
the follow up battle for normandy one of the bloodiest struggles of the war

Auschwitz 1960

reverend peter pernin was the parish priest for peshtigo and nearby marinette whose
churches burned to the ground he published his account of the fire in 1874 the late
william converse haygood served as editor of the wisconsin magazine of history from
1957 to 1975 he prepared this version of father pernin s account on the occasion of
the peshtigo fire s centennial in 1971 foreword writer stephen j pyne is a professor
at arizona state university in tempe and author of numerous books on wildland fire
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including fire in america

The Roswell Incident 2011-08-15

radioman is the biography of ray daves a noncommissioned officer in the u s navy and
an eyewitness to world war ii it is based on the author s handwritten notes from a
series of interviews that began on the eighty second birthday of the combat veteran
and gives a first person account of the world s first battles between aircraft
carriers ray daves grew up on a small farm near little rock arkansas impatient with
school and the prospect of becoming a farmer like his father he joined the ccc and
went from there to the navy where he learned to use the radio to send messages and
soon found himself in the momentary peacefulness of pearl harbor most of america s
world war ii veterans were not in uniform when the war began daves is one of the few
who was he could also tell what was happening on the bridge of the famous carrier
yorktown before it went down and of the secretive relationship between the russian
and american forces in alaska at the time carol edgemon hipperson s discovery of this
one man s inspiring story is shared with great skill and energy a must read for those
looking for a personal intimate account of the events of this tumultuous time in
american history

Dereliction of Duty 2012-01-30

account of indonesian social and political upheaval in the late 1990s describes a
country beset by regional and ethnic tensions following the fall of its ageing
dictator the collapse of its economy and a string of environmental disasters draws on
the author s encounters with politicians generals activists businessmen farmers
puppet masters and soothsayers in his position as the abc s jakarta correspondent
author was the abc s jakarta correspondent for five years and is currently asia
editor at the bulletin

Sky Burial 1997-01-01

amberley s new series of eyewitness accounts bring history warfare disaster travel
and exploration to life written by the people who could say i was there

Voices from D-Day 2014

the 2300 bc event takes a new look at an old puzzle what happened at this date to
cause the advanced societies on the earth to simultaneously collapse civilizations in
anatolia and greece through egypt and the middle east and eastward to india and
central asia were at their height the collapse of these civilizations due to
earthquakes and climatic changes has been mirrored by similar interruptions on all
continents in the arctic and extending into the pacific the discontinuities have long
puzzled archaeologists and historians new religions and accompanying mythologies
appeared at this time in all cultural regions describing bombardment and flooding
from the skies strangely the dominant aspect of the mythologies however is the
observation and worship of a ring appearing to surround the earth oriented to the two
ursa bear constellations

The Infinite Journey 2000

is hell real does it exist the reality of hell has been one of the most controversial
subjects in history shrouded behind the unknown proof detailing the existence of hell
has remained a mystery until now written from the eyewitness account of a man who was
burning in the flames of hell and returned to tell about it this book details his
horrifying encounter insights never heard before will bring to light mysteries
surrounding the place called hell at a time when questions about the afterlife are on
the rise this book will answer the question is hell real

The Great Peshtigo Fire 2014-10-30

after his crushing defeat of prussia in 1806 napoleon marched into poland to
forestall any russian attempts to come to the aid of their ally there then followed
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the bloody battle in a blizzard at eylau on 8 february 1807 which decimated both
armies operations resumed in the spring and on 14 june napoleon wrecked the russian
field army at friedland napoleon and emperor alexander met at tiltsit and french
mastery of north west europe was confirmed this is the first book to bring together
dozens of russian letters memoirs and diaries with authors ranging from the commander
in chief benningsen to ncos we see the brutal conditions of the winter campaign at
first hand and gain fresh insight into the infamous treaty of tiltsit and the
diplomatic manoeuvring that followed it

Radioman 2008-10-28

on october 7 1780 american patriot and loyalist soldiers battled each other at kings
mountain near the border of north and south carolina with over one hundred eyewitness
accounts this collection of participant statements from men of both sides includes
letters and statements in their original form the soldiers own words unedited and
unabridged rife with previously unpublished details of this historic turning point in
the american revolution these accounts expose the dramatic happenings of the battle
including new perspectives on the debate over patriot colonel william campbell s
bravery during the fight robert m dunkerley s work is an invaluable resource to
historians studying the flow of combat genealogists tracing their ancestors and
anyone interested in kings mountain and the southern campaign

Indonesia 2000

once regarded as a backwoods frontier skirmish the war of 1812 has become an object
of increasing historical scrutiny a new consensus is emerging among scholars which
views the second war with england as a defining moment in the history of north
america this reference tool enables users to view this important conflict from a
variety of american british and canadian perspectives compiled by a recognized
authority this bibliography describes over 850 printed primary sources including
letters diaries journals and memoirs in addition to the usual army and navy accounts
the book also includes narratives by women clergy politicians diplomats merchants and
native americans this volume is specifically designed to direct users to select
historical data quickly and easily topically it consists of three sections covering
military naval and civilian narratives each entry has detailed annotation discussing
bibliographic information names and dates of the author the time period covered the
writer s rank organization or social position and the historical places and events
mentioned in passing inclusive in scope and highly detailed this bibliography is a
valuable addition to any historical collection

Eyewitness Accounts With Scott in the Antarctic
2014-05-15

russia played a decisive role in the napoleonic wars and the success in the struggle
against france allowed russian leaders to profoundly influence the course of european
history over the last 200 years the napoleonic era has been discussed and analysed in
numerous studies but many fail to fully portray the russian side of events due to the
relative scarcity of russian sources in english only a handful of russian memoirs
have been translated while dozens remain unknown outside russia this book seeks to
fill this gap by providing in english previously unavailable memoirs of russian
participants defeat at leipzig in 1813 had driven napoleon back across the borders of
france and in january 1814 the russians austrians prussians and their other german
allies stood poised to cross the rhine but the french emperor was far from beaten and
the ensuing campaign saw desperate fighting with the outcome very much in the balance
this book is the first to bring together dozens of letter diaries and memoirs of
russian participants of the 1814 campaign reading these documents we see both what
russian officers and soldiers experienced during the final months of the three year
long campaign as well as their joy at defeating russia s most dangerous enemy we
follow them not only through the heat of battle but also on delightful tours of paris
which they describe as the pleasure and entertainment capital of the world
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The 2300 BC Event 2006-06

this is a new release of the original 1945 edition

Hell Is Real 2009-12-29

Russian Eyewitness Accounts of the Campaign of 1807
2015-02-20

The Battle of King's Mountain 2007

Violent Universe 1977

EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT OF GALLIPOLI. 2016

War of 1812 Eyewitness Accounts 1997-01-14

The Hundred Days 1964

Russian Eyewitness Accounts of the Campaign of 1814
2013-07-10

An Eyewitness Account 2013-10
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